What’s in a picture:
Focus on the Superstition Tablets
September 24, 2015
Update: May 12, 2016
Recently there has been efforts to show that the Superstition Tablets are a hoax and in particular
that the Tablets in the Superstition Mountain Historical Society Museum are not even the
“original” shown by the individual who found them or - as some of the present efforts attempt to
show - who created them. While there are a number of focal points to these arguments such as
spelling errors of the carved words, etc., this essay will only be addressing arguments which stem
from a photo which apparently was taken by Travis Tumlinson shortly after he found them or the
photos in the booklet, Superstition Treasures by Travis Marlow (pen name of Clarence Mitchell).
This essay is “assuming” that the apparent history of the Travis photo in question is “correct” and
that (1) the photo was taken by Travis or a friend shortly after the discovery in 1949 and (2) that
the photo was the one which Travis (or his brother Robert) carried in his wallet and (3) the photo
later ended up in the possession of “Doc” Rosencrans (source: Greg Davis).
The photo in question (as shown in the arguments) is:

1949 (?) Photo
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However, I have a problem with this photo and the arguments derived from it!
While visiting with Greg Davis, Director of the Superstition Mountain Historical Society, I asked
to see his research concerning this photo. Among his documents he had a photo which he took
of the original photograph which is shown below:

Unmodified photo
This photo shows the rough treatment the original photo had seen over the years! The following
figure highlights some of these cracks, creases and missing pieces.
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Cracks & missing pieces
Apparently the original photo has had major restoration done to create the photo shown at the
beginning of this essay! In fact, in one of the arguments on one of the treasure web sites, an
individual uses the corrected photo to demonstrate that the photo stones are different than the
ones in the Museum by showing that the photo showed a a crack in the bottom stone which did
not exist on the Museum stone. Of course it didn’t! The restoration removed the crease in the
photo up to the stone but not the part of the crease which crossed the stone as shown on the
following figure:
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Restoration removed portion of crease
The remaining portion of the crease appears as a crack in the stone.
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The basic arguments made by video producer Ryan Gordon using the photo to show that the
tablets shown in the photo are not the same tablets in the Museum is to argue that the tablets in
the photo do not contain some symbols contained on the Museum tablets or existing symbols are
different. The following figure is a highlighted photo of just one of the tablets in the Museum to
show some of the portions which Mr. Gordon says are not on the original photo (the knife and
squiggly line) or are a different size or shape (triangle pointer).

Portions different on Travis photo
The above photo was taken in 1988 by a professional photographer. Note that he uses a light
source which provides a “grazing” light across the tablet (e.g. shadow length in heart cavity). He
did this to highlight the subtle features of the stone tablet and the carvings. However, note the
light angle of the car photo which indicate that the sun was high in the sky and almost directly
facing the tablets; therefor one would expect a situation with little or no shadows forming for
vertical lines or lines not carved deeply:
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The following black and white photo was taken by me in the Museum with the normal overhead
light provided by the Museum for the display:

Note that the “knife” and “squiggly line” are almost invisible. I would suspect that if the light
was more intense that they would have disappeared entirely as they are not carved deeply and the
stone color of the carved area is the same as the non-carved area! I think that Mr. Gordon is
making a mistake comparing objects when the physical characteristics of the objects and the
exact environmental conditions are not known or at least accounted for!
Note that in the 1949 photo that the “1" symbol is visible:

“1" symbol and measured depth of carving
A measurement of the depth of the carved symbol shows that it is approximately 1/4 inch deep
thus forming a shadow in the 1949 photo; however, both the “knife” and “squiggly line” depth
measure less than 1/16 of an inch.
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As can be seen, even in the 1988 photo with its large grazing angle, very little shadow is formed:

Almost no shadow on 1988 photo

Below is the comparison of the triangle pointer from my 1988 photo and the black&white photo
taken at the museum - note the washed out nature of the museum photo without proper grazing
lighting (max depth of pointer carving is ½ inch):

Right image is black&white photo from Museum
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When Mr. Gordon has finished pointing out the problems with the two tablets shown in Travis
Tumlinson’s photo and the tablets in the Museum, he then compares differences between the
Museum copy of as he says the “Witch stone” and later the “Horse stone”. Here he uses the
photos from Superstition Treasures by Travis Marlow for comparison. Below is my 1988 photo
of the “Priest” stone which is the same as the Superstition Treasures photo except no part of it is
taped off as the other photo (however, note the evidence of the tape mark in the lower portion of
the tablet which indicates where the Superstition Treasures photo was taped):

1988 Museum photo of tablet
Mr. Gordon points out a number of subtle differences such as the shape of the nose, etc. but one
of his main points concerns a number of marks on the Museum tablet highlighted below:

2015 photo of Museum tablet marks & E
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He is correct that the marks are NOT on the photo from Superstition Treasures; however, they
are not on my 1988 photo of the Museum copy either! Does he do any research as to what may
have created those marks? No! He simply uses that information to solidify his claim that the
tablets are a HOAX! Certainly bad researching.
So what could have caused those marks? I recalled that when the Mesa Museum would send
them out on lone (which they did at least once a year for over 30 years) that they put each in a
holder for display. As can be seen in the above photo, the present museum holder is quite
substantial and holds the tablets firmly in place; however, the holder which the Mesa Museum
used was more flimsy and held the tablets very poorly. The following photo is showing the tablets
on display at the yearly Mesa Community College campus gem and mineral show (courtesy Greg
Davis) :

Display of tablets
As can be seen, the tablet holders extend several inches past the edge of the tablets and the tablets
are allowed to move about within the confines of the holders. Interesting that the marks which
Mr. Gordon points out are between one and two and one-half inches from the edge. Apparently,
from what I could fine out, the tip of the Mesa Museum holders had plastic caps on them which
should have provided some protection - but 30 years of such display?
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Mr. Gordon also points out a “E” shown in my 2015 Museum photo above, which he claims is not
on the Superstition Treasures photo; however, a close inspection of my 1988 photo does shows
the “E” existed in 1988 but it has not turned a gray color so it is hard to see if you don’t know
where it is. If I consulted a geo-physicist, perhaps he could explain why the “E” turned to a gray
color in about 30 years.

E isolated on Museum photo

E on 1988 photo & comparison of Museum photo
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So, while there appears to be differences between the original photograph of the tablets and
various document reproductions as well as the physical tablets presently in the museum, claiming
that the present tablets are different from the originals based upon apparent differences in the
documentation and that the present tablets are a “hoax” does not appear to be justified when all
environmental conditions are considered! This, however, does not imply that the tablets are not a
hoax in and of itself as that is a different question! The history of the tablets before they were
found - if indeed they were found as indicated and not manufactured - is not known at the present
time (as far as I know) so the nature of them is still open to question.
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ADDENDUM: Automobile in the photo
Questions about the make and model of the automobile in the photograph have been asked over
the years. I have asked that question several times and had generated several possibilities;
however, most of my focus was trying to find a automobile manufactured about 1949 or a little
earlier. Recently I think that I found the make of the automobile and would like to share this
information.
Drum roll please! Here is a 1939 Oldsmobile:

1939 Oldsmobile
So how does this compare to the photo?
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First lets isolate the front of the car and compare its grill work with the grill work from the 1949
photo:

Note the similarity of the grill work under the headlights and the extension of the front center grill
around the side of the hood - as well as the similarity of the front bumper :
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While it is possible that the hood ornament is the same, there appears to be possible damage to the
1949 photo in this area which could have distorted what the actual hood ornament looked like.
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